LEAD SOFTWARE ENGINEER

About WhyHigh Technology

WhyHigh Technology is a new Milwaukee, Wisconsin-based software development company working on a new-to-market SaaS product offering that will revolutionize the way an entire industry conducts business. The founders of the business have a 20-year track record of success in the SaaS space. At our last venture, we built SaaS software used by millions that transformed two industries. Now, we have our eyes on a third market – and we are looking for a team to get us started. Due to the current phase of business development, confidentiality about the nature of the product is required, and more detailed information will be provided to qualified applicants only.

About the Role

WhyHigh Technology is seeking a Lead Software Engineer for a unique and exciting opportunity! This person will be involved in all aspects of the design, development, and execution of the debut product offering of WhyHigh. They will be responsible for shaping the technology direction of the company for years to come. The right candidate will have the ability to grow into a Chief Technology Officer or Chief Architect role. If you consider yourself a technology guru who is interested in working side by side with business leaders who have a proven track record of success in software product businesses, read on!

What We Are Looking For

- A technologist with the ability to create quality software from the ground up. The right candidate is interested in all aspects of software development, from setting up development environments, to building high-performance web and mobile applications, to database design, to testing and deployment.
- Someone who has the ability to effectively communicate, grow and share their technology vision.
- Someone who can evaluate new frameworks, products, and libraries and make recommendations to increase the value of our solution.
- An engineer that has the ability to create, maintain, and continuously improve coding standards and best practices.
- A professional that can evaluate and choose architecture, application stacks, production infrastructure, and development processes.
- Someone who is a stickler for quality, following development best practices, and building scalable solutions.
- A hard worker with entrepreneurial spirit who thrives on innovation and creativity.
- A person who thrives in a rapidly evolving environment and has the ability to keep pace with change.
- A team member who can collaborate well with others, including executives, engineers, designers, and prospective customers.
- A technology champion with a genuine passion for building simple, powerful solutions to complex problems to make a real world difference.
- Applicants of various experience levels will be considered. Passion for technology and the drive to succeed will be considered over years of experience.
What You Need

- Knowledge of and experience with current development techniques, methodologies, and best practices.
- Strong Object Oriented design skills.
- Strong understanding of design patterns.
- Proficiency in C#, Java, or C++.
- Proficiency in working with mobile deployment and messaging.
- Ability to architect complex cloud-based systems from scratch.
- Working knowledge of scripting languages, data-oriented languages (SQL), web services, continuous integration tools, version control systems.
- Excellent troubleshooting and problem solving skills.
- A personal commitment to continuous learning and self-development.
- Strong communication skills with the ability to explain technical implications to others.
- A degree in Computer Science or a closely related field with a strong record of academic achievement.
- The ability to be employed in the US on a full time basis without restrictions.

Benefits & Perks

- Enjoy the flexibility and fun of a start-up culture.
- Work with a high performance team who has a proven track record of success.
- Challenge. Be at the ground floor of a soon-to-be-great software business venture.
- Technology. Only the latest and greatest – and you get to help choose our path!
- Unrivaled advancement potential.
- Compensation. Competitive salary and benefits.
- Equity potential for candidates who show they are with us for the long haul. No strings.

Please submit your resume and cover letter to recruiting@whyhigh.com. This position is for full time employment only. Contract resources and consulting agencies need not apply. Thank you!